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new avengers infinity war trailer hints at death of - for hardcore fans it was already clear back in age of ultron that vision was in trouble just based on thanos intentions thanos the antagonist of infinity war and the big bad of the, avengers fanfiction archive fanfiction - movies avengers fanfiction archive with over 44 423 stories come in to read write review and interact with other fans. j a r v i s iron man wiki fandom powered by wikia - hello world just a rather very intelligent system | j a r v i s was originally tony stark's natural language user interface computer system named after edwin jarvis the butler who worked for howard stark over time he was upgraded into an artificially intelligent system tasked with running. a to z in marvel comic characters comics marvel com - marvel com is the source for marvel comics digital comics comic strips and more featuring iron man spider man hulk x men and all your favorite superheroes, breaking down the marvel cinematic universe timeline by - before avengers infinity war hits theaters here a close look at the events and movies that make up the marvel cinematic universe timeline, things you completely missed in the mcu screenrant - in daredevil and jessica jones he is shown on a decorated plaque in the police station in episode 12 of luke cage he can be spotted on a poster saying see a crime report it and in the 13 th episode of iron fist he is on a be proud poster for an nypd officer recruitment campaign finally in the defenders stan lee appears halfway through the third episode when matt murdock is, marvel cinematic universe superheroes ranked from worst - after the shocking events of avengers infinity war we ranked 20 marvel cinematic universe superheroes from worst to best not all our heroes are equally great
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